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Chapter I. 
Introduction 
As the result of six years experience as a census enum-
erator in his home town, 1 the writer encountered many peculiar 
problems. When the little boy asked his mother why she had 
told the writer that her son was four years old when he was 
only three and a half, when a widow vehemently claimed her son 
to be fifteen when the writer· remembered him to be fourteen, 
and when after six years exneri ence a.s an enumerator the writer 
found he had more errors in his enun1eration than ever before, a 
feeling of wonderment arose in the writer's mind. If these 
condi tiona existed, plus many others simi lair to them, just 
what was the cause of it a.l.l? was it the fault of the enum-
erator, the parents, t.he school system, or the state department? 
were the problems which arose in the wri tert s mind typical of 
Rhode Island or were they just local? ~~at did the superinten-
dents of Rhode Island think of these problems and the school 
census as a whole? The answers to the last questions were the 
aims of the writer's investigation. Thus. briefly stated, the 
writer•s aim in this investigation was to discover what the 
superintendents of Rhode Island as a whole thought of the 
Rhode Island school census. 
The writer in securing the above aim based hie questions 
on Emmons' "City School Attendance service",McAllister and Otis• 
"Child Accounting Practice", and on the writer(s outstanding 
problems. He took 1932 as the year to be investigated. After. 
1. Jamestown, R.I. 
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the questions were com piled the writer made an app;ointment 
through the mail with each superintendent. There are thirty-
four superintendents in Rhoae Island. Twenty-nine of these 
superintendents perrni tted an interview of the following type: 
twenty-two1 superintendents were personall,y interviewed (some 
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at their homes); three attendance clerks represented their 
respective superintendents; two 3 clerks substituted for their 
superintendents; one4 clerk answered as many of the questions 
as sh• could, the rest of the information being sent to the 
writer by mail; and one5 agreed to send the information desired 
by mail. The writer wishes to acknowledge here the hearty 
c ooperation which every one visited offered. As one euperin-
tendent summed it, "Realizing that you are a student interested 
in educational problems, I feel it my _duty to offer you my 
time". Of course, contrastedly, one superintendent did say 
she was not paid to interview such persons with purposes similar 
to the writer's. strange as it may seem the same person writes 
articles on school time. Oh\ but that is different. '!lhe 
writer has brought out these contrasting points only to show 
to the pub lie what some superintendents thinl:: their duties as 
superintendents really are. As the writer has stated, all 
those superintendents that were interviewed were splendid hosts. 
1. Barrington, Bristol, :surr ilJ.ville (at Pascoag), Cranston, 
East Greenwich, Glocester-Smithfield (at Greenville), Jamestown, 
Lincoln (at Lonsdale), Little Compton, Middletown and Pvrtsmouth 
(at Middletown), Narragansett, North Kingstown afta (at Wickford), 
North Prov.tlenae, North Smithfied, T~vertown, warren, warwick, 
westerly, westGreenwich, west warwick, woonsocket. 
2. East Providence, Pawtucket, Providence. 
3. Central Falls, Johnson. 
4. Charlestown (at Hope Valley). 
5. Scituate. 
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The very first man visited laid the foundati on of encouragement 
to the writer. The conference granted wa s to be twenty minute a 
i n length. It lasted s eventy m~nut es. In those seventy 
minutes the writer viewed the census organization and adminis-
tration as it really functioned ever y day of the scho ol year. 
The hospitality, the frankness, the interest shown in the 
writer's task as set forth by this first v isit wa s greatly 
reaponsi11le for the completion of this investigation. The 
writer also spent a week at the State House in Providence 
obtaining census and school enrollment data, looking over 
the attendance system as a whole, and securing the opinion 
of those at the helJn of the school organization. Again, the 
writ.er wishes to state his appreciation of the splendid 
cooperation given in the commissioner's office, especially of 
Mr. Ada: .. n.s and ]!r. Whipple. No question was asked but a clear, 
decisive opinion was given. No fact was sought but every 
available record was brought forth. The write r believes that 
the comrnissi oner• s office has as complete a record of the 
school population as can be possible. Every,thing seems to be 
standardized to a definite form . For ex&"l:ple, schoo l c ensue 
reports sent by superintendents are on for.m 15011 an age-grade 
dtst r ibution ideal; attenda nce in public day schools are sent 
in to the office on fonn 40; and so they go. Every form is 
filed according to its classification. 
information at one's finger ti'PS. 
Thus we have valuable 
Let us now view in a brief manner the routine followed 
in the taking of the school census for the state of Rhode 
Is l and as a whoJB • (This brief survey is given here only to 
acquaint the reader with the general school census enumeration 
p:ro cedure, raore def inite information will be brought out later.) 
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First of all, every school committee in Rhode Island generally 
appoints an enumerator or enumerators. The enumerator through 
the superintendent or clerk of the school board receives school 
census enumerating pads, form 1508. Once the information 
sought by this form is obtained of each individual between the 
ages of four and wenty-one, the enumerator returns the for;ms to 
the superintendent who, in turn, sends a report on form 1501 to 
the State House. The state House on recieving this report 
checks it for addition accuracy and compares the results 
tabulated with previous records. By previous trends the staff 
at the state House can rather accurately criticize the accuracy 
of the returns sent in. seven errors in reports were found by 
the writer to have been discovered by the State House staff in 
1932~ In each case the superintendents admitted that a correct-
ion was needed. As pointed out before all material received is 
~laced on file, and various forms of data peculiar to school 
census are drawn up. Thus, we have a brief picture of the 
enumerating of the school population. On the other hadn, 
besides this annual check on the school population, the state 
also requires of each superintendent to keep on file what is 
corornonly known as the "yellow census card" or technically, 
"school census and attendance" card. The usual information 
regarding the child and parents is sought. Besides this, a 
space is reserved for information regarding the child from the 
age of four to twenty-one. On the reve~e side of this card 
a school record df the n&ae of school. grade, date of admissio~ 
health, etc.,is desired. Comments on this card system will 
follow later. This card was installed from above (meaning 
1. Towns F, l.A, G, N, P, Y, z:'. 
state officials' force) with the aims of making the census 
a sort of a continuous project. 
continuous it real~ is. 
we shall see just how 
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Chapter II. 
The Background for the Study of school Census. 
In order that we may get a general history of the 
development in the taking of the school census in Rhode Island 
and in order that we might become acquainted with the system 
of enumeration in that state as a whole, let us review the two 
outstanding school surveys made of Providence; one in 1909 and 
the other, 1923-24. The writer has selected these Providence 
surveys for these reasons: l)becuaae they are the outstnading 
ones in that they brought about the most-marked tmporvements 
in census enumeration; 2)becuase Providence is regarded as the 
model reform grounds for the state as illustrated by the close 
relationship o:r Providence ideals and the customs that prevail 
throughout the state. The surveys chosen were; l)"Registration 
of City School Children", 2)"Report of the survey of Certain 
As11ects of the PUblic School System of Providence, Rhode Island". 
Drawing our material from the first of the above surveys• 
J.et ua review the Providence schoo 1 census system as 1 t was in 
1909. The 1909 survey1 points out that the law of Rhode Island, 
covering the enumeration of school children, was passed, as 
amended, .April 24, 19)), although the taking of a schoo 1 
census was customary in the state before that date. section 
thriteen of Chapter fifty-four, of the General Laws reads, 
~nended• as follows: 
(Cf. Ch. ?39, Public Laws Pertaining to Education.) 
"The school coramittee of each town or city, or some 
l. Haney, J.D. "Registration of School Children", p. 96. 
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persons or persons whom they shall appoint for the purpose, 
shall annually in the month of January, take a census of all 
persons between the ages of five and fifteen years inclusive, 
residing within the limite of their respective towns on the 
first day of said January; and said school committee shall 
fix the compensation for the above services which shall be 
payable from the appropriation for public schools." 
In Providence the census was taken by Gilbert E. Whitte-
more, who was "Supervisor School Census, Truant Officer, and 
Agent of the School Committee under the Factory Inspection 
Law". Mr. Whitt~nore devoted years of conscientious labor 
for a meager renumeration to these three phases of the mo-
mentous question of efficient education. Writing an open 
letter in 1905• he said: 
"In Rhode Island, perhaps because it is small, we can 
round up our children and account for all of tfr.lem. But 
certainly, Providence is not a small city, and what we can 
do here can be done in any city. I notethat reformers are 
beginning to demand an annual census of children of school 
age. Every city and town of this state has taken such a 
census in January for over thirty years. In Providence this 
houseeto-house census is preceded by a census in December in 
every year, taking in the schools, of all children in our 
public and private schools and of all children of scr..ool age 
who are working, taken the places of employment, and these 
two censuses are arranged alphabet ica.lly as a directory and 
compared. we do not guess what our children are doing, we 
know . This exact knowledge from two entirely different sources 
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enables us to locate nearly al l of our children accurately by 
na.;ue , parent , street , and numher, at lea.s t onc e a. year, and 
with tracers we follow the course of all pupils once registered 
in a school. we can therefore correct violations of the law 
by for.mal notices sent by mail to parents, in large majority 
of cases, especially when it is ~enerally understood that 
prosecution will speedily follow obstinacy~ under this system 
one or two clerks and t he postoffice ca.n do much more efficient 
work t.hH.n sev eral o:fficerG blindl y chas ing boys through the 
stre ets, and at much less expense."1 
In 19 00 Providence ranked a s the twentieth in size among 
the cities of t he Uni ted s te..tes, hewing a po pulat ion of 1 7 5,59 7 
with 15,511 children from five to nine years of age, and 13,919 
from ten to fourteen, according to the national ceneus.1 Of 
the entire po r:ulati on over 33 per cent wa s foreign born. The 
c i ty wa. s d i v i ded i nto t en ·war ds, and t hese were the enumerati(jn 
uni ts, there be i11g t en }:lOU He- t o- hwse enmnerator s . 
As there was only one truant officer , t h e enum erators 
were not employed as attendance o ffi~ers, but were employed 
during the rest of the year largely in clerical work or in 
enumerat i ng for pol l t ax, mi l itia, and birth stat istics. 
! he aem.i -:=mnua l census of h irth::1 iNFJs t ~.l~en L1 J!:lnua.ry and 
a joint engagement was made by the truant officer and registrar 
whereby the same enumerators made both records. 
The enumera:tinrs received fifteen cents for each birth, and 
one and a half cents for ,each school child enumerated, the 
t otal be i ng na.id for by the school depa.rtment. 
The last available figures for January, 1909, show a total 
1. Haney, .T.D. "Registrati on of School Children", p. 97 
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of 20,566 boys, 20,377 g irlsJ 1i gr and total of 40 , 94 3 , and coet 
1 for enumerating approxira.ately as follows: 
Supervision 
Tabula. t ion 
Enumerati:bn 
Clerical work 
Supplies 
Postage 
Printing 
Carriage hire 
carfare 
... .. ..................... 
• •• • ••••••••••• • •• • ••• • •• 
... .... .. .... .... ..... .... 
$ 2 00. 00 
150 . 00 
58 0 .00 
• • • • • • .. . •• . • • • . . • •• • • . . . • 472 . 65 
.... . (I ... ... .. ...... ... ... 20 .33 
••• • ••••••• ••••• •••• • •• •• 15. 00 
• •••••• • ••••••• • ••••••••• 95.57 
• • . . . • . • . . . • . . • . . • • . . . . . . 8. 0 0 
. .. . .. . Ill •• ••• ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • ·10 . 00 
~ i , ·5-nz:·s3 
The s tate furnished t he s lips upon which the enumerat ion 
was made. These slip s, ~ppendix twenty-four, were made in 
pade of one hundred sheets, six inches by four, one s l i p for 
each child, and each pad had a cover giving the fol l ow i ng 
d i rections : 
1. The census i s to be taken from t he homes, and not 
from school houses or school registers~ 
2. I t shou ld include the name of every child who has passed 
hie fifth birthday, but who has not yet r eached hi s 
s ixt'e enth. 
3. The age i s to be r eckoned only in the years at las t 
birthday. 
4. I n fil l ing out the b lank for attendance at school, 
put down, a s near as c an be ascertained, t he nUl!llll:ber of 
we eks t he child was a member of any school, publ i c or 
private, in the year 19 09 . It makes no difference 
whether the a.ttendBnce was in t his state or town, or in 
some other. 
L . Haney, .T .D . "Registrati on of school Children", p. 97 
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5. Where a child has attended during the year more than 
one kind of school, enter the whole attendance under that 
olas s where he attended the longest period. 
6. Each family should be visited, except in those oases 
where the enumerator has certain knowledge that there are 
no children residing there. 
7. In arranging the names alphabetically, the surname or 
last name should be followed and not the given name. 
The enumerators worked around one square and then took up 
another, reporting their progress ever-; three days. Families 
moving during the month were reported to the enumerator into 
whose district they had moved wherever it was possible to 
ascertain this, and care was taken to avoid duplicate enumera-
tion. 
The clerical force was not permanent. The chief clerk 
waa a tradeswoman who gave her time to school work from 
November to ~bruary, and the other clerks, about twenty-five 
days of whose time was given up to tabulation, etc., were at 
other times variously employed. About half of them were at 
their school task three years or more. 
In 1905, the state made aoensus showing a population of 
1 189,635. The school census on January 1907 was 39,771 which 
was short by a number estimated to be 100 because of lackof 
experience on the part of an enumerator. 
1 
showed 401 943. 
In 1909 the report 
The state appropriated one dolJar for every school child 
attending the public schools. "In the last twenty-five year~: 
states Mr. Whitt~nore, in the letter quoted before, "our popula-
tion has increased 86.9 per cent; our school census 96.3 per 
cent; and school attendance, 130.6 per cent •. 
1. Haney, J.D. "Registration of School Children•. ~. 98 
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Newsboys and boot-blacks or school age were licensed by 
the police department on age statements attested by the school 
aut~~rities who did not accept unsupported affidavits, and 
these names were listed and the attendance of the boys checked 
in the schools they he1onged to. 
It will be seen from the foregoing that Providence had 
been rega.rding the school census for a number of years, not 
merely as an index of state appropriation, but ae a means 
towards efficient education.1 The very titles of the chief 
officer showed how the authorities had come to make variou s 
lines of work co-operate. The Bureau of Vita 1 statistics and 
the Board of Police were working more harmoniously with the 
school authorities than in any other city of the United states.l 
The child labor difficulty was controlled by inspection under 
the school officer, and the newsboy law was enforced by police 
and the school representatives. (Special summer work certi-
ficates were given, revocable in september, for those under age.) 
The 1909 survey is summarized thus:-
"In the main, the plan works fairly well. It has, of 
course, the shortcomings of that of any municipal organization 
that habitual}¥ works with to o few people and those of insecure 
tenure; wastefulnese of annual recapitulation, a recounting of 
those counted, for the purpose of gett i ng into school or o~ 
keeping in school e. small proportion of children some of whom 
may be found to be in echool or for one reason or another, not 
subject to the law of compulsory educat i on.• 
1. Haney, J.D. "Registration of School Children", p. 99 
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"Providence, owing to inadequate child labor laws and a 
large foreign population, does not stand high in literacy, but 
is better than some other Rhode !eland cities, notable woon-
socket. By degrees, however, the laws will be adjusted, and 
the census system will show greater efficiency."l 
And eo we have viewed census enumeration in Providence 
to 1909. Let us now "jump" ahead to 1923 and see the system 
as it functioned after this lapse of years. 
The "Strayer - I~ngelhardt" survey2 stated that "chapter-
seventy-two of the General Laws of Rhode Island makes it 
compulsory for every child who is seven years of age and who 
has not completed sixteen years of life to attend such school 
as in sesseion unless such child has completed the elementary 
studies in the first eight years of school attendan ~e, 
exclusive of kindergarten instruction, or unless a child has 
completed fourteen years of age and has obtained an age 
employment certificate and is lawfully at work or that the 
physical or mental condition of a child is such as to render 
his attendanca at school inexpedient or impractica~le."2 
For carrying out the provisions of the statutary 
requirements Providence had a Truanacy Department made up of 
one exec~tive and three clerks and various part-time assistants 
as occasions seem to require and as the usual allowance ~or 
the annual enumerations would justify. As then organized it 
had; one executive with functions as; a)truant officer for 
1. Haney, J.D. "Registration of School Children•, p.99 
2. Strayer, G.D., Director. "Report of the survey of Certain 
Aspects of the Public School system of Providence. R.I.",p.54 
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the entire city, b) agent of school committee for age and 
employment certificates, and c) supervisor of school census. 
The investigators maintained there was a lack of 
coordina.tion of thi e department with the school authorities, 
pa,rticularly the schoo 1 executive, t.he city superintendent, 
who should have a close and vital connection with the 
operations of the bureau. As they put it, "The attendance 
department is the very heart of a school system, and upon it 
perhaps more than any other department, when properly 
coo~ina.ted with other departn1ents rests the true functioning 
of a school system as an agency for universal education."1 
The survey revealed that in order that each community 
would receive state funds somewhat in proportion to its 
educatil!nal burden the state laws of Rhode leland were: 2 
"The school committee of each town or city or some persons 
/ 
whom they shall appoint for the purpose shall annually in the 
month of January take a census of all persona between the ages 
of five and fifteen years inclusive, residing within the limits 
of their respective towns on the first day of said January 
and said school committee shall fix the compensation for the 
above service which shall be payable from the appropriation 
for public schools." 
In section sixteen the law (as reviewed in 192 3) required 
· that the forme be furnished by the state on or before the 
first of December, and "shall call in substance for the 
following information•: Age, number of weeks• attendance, 
1. Strayer, G.D., Director. cp. Cit., p. 55 
2. School Laws of Rhode Island, 1923, sec. 15 Chap. 56 
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parents' names and residence, and so on. The latest form of 
this type may be viewed from Figure I. Of the information 
required by law the attendance was apparently considered of 
little use, as most of the cards omit that item as finally 
sent to the central office. 
The survey pointed out that the work of any school system 
essentially began with the task of an ac curate child accounting. 
It went on to show that this task should be accomplished in 
the following manner. For an efficient system of accounting 
there must be either a continuing census or an annual enum-
eration taken as late as po a sib le prior to the openi:ng of the 
schoo l year. The enumeration card should contain all the 
infonaation that the school authorities require for an reali-
zation of the true func t ion of the pub lic schools. 
should furnish at least the following data: 1 
1. Distribut i on by years 
2. Distribution by districts or wards 
3. Distribution by schools and grades 
a. Pe.ro ch i al 
b. Private 
c. Public 
4. Parenta 1 a.nd child birthplace 
5. children of school age not in school 
6. Distribution by parental occupati on 
7. Physical and mental defects 
a. Blind 
h. Deaf 
c,. Crippled 
8. Nationa .. lity of child's father 
:f:. Strayer, G.D., Director, op. cit., rr.55 
The census 
• 
FIGURE I 
C en sue " e lip" 
Forin 1508 
STATE OF RHODE ISLAND SCHOOL CENSUS, 1933 
Public Education Be~·vice JAMESTOWN 
Name .......................................................................................... Residence .............................. ~ ........................ : ............. : ............. . 
N am~r 0~:~:;i:~ .................................................................... Residence ........................................................................ ........... . 
Age ................... "" ...................................... Sex ................. .., ......................................... Grade ........................................................ . 
ATTENDANCE IN 1932: In public or private schools .......................................... _._ .. weeks: 
in evening schoob ................... - ......... _ .................... weeks; in colleges ............................................................... weeks: 
• in other institutions beyond high school ............................................................................................................ weeks: 
Can the person enumerated speak, read and write the English language with reasonable facility? .............. . 
Is the person enumerated unable to attend school because of being blind ...................................................... , partly 
blind ....................................... , deaf ......... - .......................... , partly deaf_ ................................. , crippled .................................... , otherwise 
physically incapacitated .................................... , mentally incompetent ................... - ............. . 
• 
• 
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Of these generally recognized requirements of a school 
enumerat ion it was found that only a very few were considered 
necessary by the school authorities of Providence . As the 
repo rt puts it, "As one careful:zy examines the annual enumera-
t in n, i t is evident that the underlying spirit i s largely 
financial rather than educat ional . It serves t o br ing in-
creasing r evenue from the state, but at the price of not 
knowing what the real task of the s chools i s , and enabling 
t he c i ty to know to what extent it is shouldering its educa-
tional burden." 
The investigators maintained t hat enumeration was a 
l i ttle more t hat the accounting of heads a s the house- to 
house visitations were made. Occasionally, it was discovere~ 
that notes as to change of residence and the like were in-
terpolat ed; but no informat ion other than age, grade, resi-
dence, attendance, and non-attendance was sought, ~lthough 
the more experienced enumerators gave r easons f or non-attend-
ance other than working as;- deaf, blind, or crippled. Thi s 
information however was often neglected a s of no par t i cular 
value . The hurried attitude shown in the enumeration was 
found to be caused to s om e extent by the feeling on the part 
of the en~~erators that their compensation was too smal l for 
the servic e rendered . 
The survey disclosed t he fact t hat were a recogni~d 
enumerat io n method used so that complete and adequate infor-
mation might be secured, the per ca:pi ta cost o·r the school 
census enumeration would be increased; but the actual returns 
in worth while dat a would be immeasurably increased. As then 
conducted t he census had a very limited educational value in 
• 
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that no educational use was made of the information obtained 
except to determine if all the children of the preliminR.ry 
census were in echoo 1 or accounted for before the end of the 
school year. 
To view th e general census procedure as pictured by the 
survey we find that after the enurneration data have been trans-
ferred from the census books to the permanent census slips 
by the enumerators, the slips were returned in groups of 
wards and stre-ets to the central office, when tho E',e for whom 
no 8.dequate informati on had been secured regarding school 
attendance were investigated and in the preliminary census 
slips or list was returned to the original source, factory, 
or school, for further information. The "slips" for the five 
year olde were usually segregated and sent to the kindergar-
t en supervisors for inv estigCJ.tion as to possible enrollment 
in one of the city kindergartens. It was discovered that it 
was not a rare occurency for some of these records to be lost 
in the operation. After the prel i minary census records had 
served these purposes, they were once more arranged jn pack-
ag es by wards and left to gather dust until the next census 
replaced them. (The writer found this still ture today of 
all places visited. Superintendent A did not even use slips. 
He used a card system as will be described later.) 
The final census records were :f"ound to be filed alpha-
betically in A st eel cabinet (the writer in his survey found 
paper boxes, the stora .g:e plac e in the attendance office). No 
effort wa.s made to keep them up-to-date, as only occasional Jy, 
in fact rarely, did a. principal or teacher send 'fo the office 
a change of address or other important i n formation. After the 
17 
After the clerical work and elaborate tabulation of the 
returns had been made about t he first of May, the census 
department closed for the year. having engaged in an enor-
mous &nount of detailed cleri~al service; but~of exceedingly 
limited educational service •1 
The survey maintained that the census often discovered 
non-resident pup ils who were attending th e city schools with-
out payine tuition. Th:iis again was of revenue value. The 
child, however, who failed to report to school in september 
and was lost sight of by teacher or principal, could remain 
undiscovered until late in the school year vvhen the returns 
of the enumerators were chec.ked with the names of the enumer-
aticn book of the preceding year. As such checks seemed to 
have been made with a view to large enumeration rather than 
the attendance and educational future of the child, serious 
losses must have resulted.1 
The survey concludes its investigation thus:-
"Xs the state law now requires the annual enumeration of 
all the children who have passed the four1:th 'birthday and not 
yet reached their twenty-first, an adequately organized and 
administered census department in the true sense of the word 
would , without much added exp ense :for per.nanent clerica1 staff, 
:place t h is department of the city schools well up aJ110ng the 
be st administered cities of the country. weekl:y reports 
from all the schools of dismissals, transfers, promotions. 
changes of address and admissions, with full cooperation of 
all civic organizations. the :police, moving vans, and the 
bureau of viatl statistic s would enable the school department 
1. Strayer, G.D., Director. "Report of the survey of certain 
Aspects of the Public School system of Providen ce,R .I., p. 58 
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to k now the location of every child, hi~? residence , age, 
grade, school, and special school needs, if deaf, blind, or 
crippled, and would form an invaluable and indispensable 
sourse 0 f info r-ma ti on' for future schoo 1 building program." 1 
"some excellent tabulations of the census data are made 
each year and now cover a period of years. Though beauti-
fully kept, little use can be made of them. Educationa l 
utility seems to have been lost isght of in all these years 
for the sake of securing the dollar and fifty cents per child 
from the state for every child, five to fifteen years of age 
within the city limits regardless of the use made of the 
school facilities and the regularity ofC attendanc e for ,,vhich 
a t ru e census is taken."l 
we now have reviewed the Rhode Island school census de-
velopment through the medium o f two outstnading surveys. To-
day the census functions in practically the same manner, wi th 
linprovements that we will realize in this investigation. The 
laws regarding child accounting are very similar today to 
those of 1923-4. The ideals sought by the state have changed 
a little. To give an illustrati on of the type of change that 
has o ecurred in the past years let us view the litera +ure on 
the face of each census enumerating pad •. If we look back to 
the old demands (Page 8} and compare them with those below we 
find t..11.e ideals slight 1y changed. Thus, todayts :pad s§tys:-
1. This census is to be taken from the home s, and no t fr om 
schooUwuses or registers. Every home should be visited. 
2. It should include the name of every child who has passed 
1. Strayer, G.D.,Director, op. cit., p. 58 
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his fourth birthday, (fourth anniversary of birth), but 
has not yet reached his twenty-first, (twenty-first an-
niversary of birth. Report age in years of latest birth-
day. 
3. In filling blank for school grade, put down as first 
grade not only first grade primary pupils, but Hlso 
children attending kindergarten. montessori and other 
schools of similar grades. Use numbers 1-8 for elemen-
tary grades, nwnbers 9-12 for secondary or high school 
grades and numbers 13-16 for college standing or grades 
above high school. Graduates of high schools attending 
any institution are to be givem a grade higher than 12. 
In town maintainine; junior high scho ols report elemen-
tary attendance l-6, junior high school 7-9, senior 
high school 10-12. 
4. In fi 11-d.ng out the blank for attendrmce in school :?Ut 
down as nearly as can be ascertained the nwaber of weeks 
the child was a member ofc any school or college. "PUblic 
or private, in the year 1932, whether the at t endance was 
in this or any o ther state. 
5. Where the child has attended more than one kind of day 
school. enter the total attendance for all day 
schools. 
6. Evening school attendance is to be reported separately. 
7. The census should show what minors, especially those 
more than sixteen and not twenty-one years of age, do not 
have practical knowledge and use of the English language. 
8. This census features the inquiry concerning disabilities. 
Enw.aerators are requested: to s eek accurate information. 
• 
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9. In arranging the names alphabetically, the surnrune, 
or lB-st name, should be fallowed, and not the given 
name. 
Thus, we have reviewed the development of census enum-
eration in tthe mo del city of Rhode Island, Providence. Let 
us now see what the Rhode Island superintendents think of 
their school census. 
• 
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Chapter III. 
The Comments of the Rhode Island SuiJerintendents 
With the development of the Rhode Island School census 
just reviewed in mind let us now inspect the opinions of the 
Rhod~ Island superintendents on their school census. With 
the data obtained at the state house, especially the total 
census enroltnents, and with the superintendents• opinions 
before the writer, this investigation was drawn into its 
cone lusions. 
A. ORG'AUIZATION Alffi ADMINISTRATION OF THE SCHOOL CEliSUS. 
The first twelve questions (listed below) which were 
asked of superintendents were taken directly from Emmons.l 
The opinions of the Rhode Island superintendents on them are: 
1. !Ype of School Census. 
What is the type of school census in your district? 
a. Is it annual? 
b. Is it continuous? 
Twenty-one superintendents2 said that the school census 
was annual. 3 one superintendant declar ed it w::u:. contim.1ous. 
Siz leaders4 claimed that it was both. The difference of 
opinion undoubtedly was caused by the fact the state requires 
each superintendent to keep a "school census and attendance" 
card as may be seen from Figure II. This card if kept up to 
1. Eir..mons, F.E. "City school Attendance service", p. 35 
2. Superintendents B,D,E, F,G,H, I,K,M,N,O,P,R, S,T,X, Y,Z,Al1a2? 
3. Superintendent C 
4. Superintendents A,J,L,U,V,W. 
• 
Figure II 
"Yellow Census Card" 
- STATE OF" RHODE ISLAND SCHOOL CENSUS AND ATTENDANCE 
PUBLIC IILOUCATION SE"YIC E 
Last Name First Name and Initi a l 
Date of Birth Place of Birth 
Menta ll y or ohysica /ly incapable of school attendan-ce 
Name of Parent or Guardi an 
·Residence of Child 
Year 19 
Age 4 
Census 
Grade 
(Attend an.ce) Public 
Paroc hi a l 
Other Private 
E>~en in_ g 
. Public College 
Private Co-llege 
Other School 
Employed 
~---··---- -· 
SCHOOL RECORD 
School 
.. ·
,,· 
19 19 19 
5 6 7 
--- ---
Grade Room 
Residence 
19 19 19 19 
8 9 10 II 
•· 
I ' ) \ o ove:r· ':.J t'; 
Date of 
Ad mission 
· ... ·. •· ' 
Age Previ ous : 
Sept. I 
Years Months 
19 19 
12 13 
Health 
Illite rate 
Occupation 
19 19 19 19 19 
14 15 16 17 
Conduct -
Sex 
Vaccin ated 
18 
19 19 
19 20 
Over 
··- '----- - - -· 
Date of 
Discharge 
Over 
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date will make the census continuous, in a sense, with !:m 
annual check-up as required by the state law. Speaking of 
this ca.rd, usually called the "yellow census card", (see 
Figure II) cne superint.endent, Mr. A:-1 found absolutely no 
use for it. He stated that it sought to obtain too much 
information, much of which was useless. This superintendent 
had a cand system of his own which worshipped greatly. This 
latter card contained; l)Name of family, 2) AddresB, 3) Pa-
rents' names, 4) Parents' birth, 5) Parents' occupation, 
6) Name of children, 7) birth, 8) grade, 9} Number o f weeks 
attendance, 10) Read and write, 11) Cause of non-attendance. 
This card is duplicated in the plice depart1nent of town A. 
As the police take the census, the duplicate idea eliminates 
the police constant inquiry concerning pupils, t.here~ore a 
saving of the superintendent's time. It also cr eates a 
cooperative feeling between departments through the meditun 
of the police keeping "tthe records up-to-date. This duper-
intendent, Mr. A, can tell you all one needs to know of his 
pupils from his records. Superintendent A claims 98 per cent 
acccuracy with this system . His claim seems to be a valid one 
for out of a census enro 1 Jment of nearly 2, 000 only a.bout 20 
children were unaccounted for as ch ecked by the school en-
rolJment. Superintende nt A considers his census check-up an 
importe.nt on e, and therefore hie results are valuable. In a 
similar manner superintendent H claims a 96 per cent accuracy • 
To o'btain further comments on the "yellow census card" ideal, 
let. us view some fo the op inions drf s uperintendents on this 
imposed system: 
• 
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Supt. B - "I never keep the yellow ca rds because they do not 
co ntain enough items. I make all changes needed 
as records on school record cards ." 
Supt. D' a Clerk - "I maintain that cards are lot of useless 
informati on used onee a year ." 
Supt. A2 - "I never use census or census cards, for a city 
census which is not continuous is not -worth a darn .• 
Suvt. S - "Yellow cards are a go od means of checking." 
Supt. Z - "Yellow cards are the only records kept here of the 
school children." 
From these comments and the previous discussi on on the 
" yellow census card", we learn that there are diversifi•d 
op ini cns Hs to the real value of the card and as to the use 
of it. Ou~ conclusion, therefore, is tha t the majority of 
the superintendents ( all those except A and B ) keep the 
ca.rds on f ile , but not up-to-date as is required by state law. 
Superintendent H was fai t1'1fu l to -!:.he law , and he obtained 
9 6 per cent accuracy; but this accuracy h ad other a,iding 
f Ptctora, such as conscientiousness of the superintendent, a 
steady clerk, and good attendance records . The main con-
clusion seems to be that because the card idea,l came from 
off icials h i gher-up, l a.ck of i nterest o ccur s i n k eeping the 
system up-to-date, and because it takes too much time to 
keep ilnp office cards and census cards ( one a partial du-
plicate of the other), the latter is neglected. It seems 
that where t.he superintendent has h is own card system or 
idee.ls, better r esults are obtained (for example, superin-
tendents A and B ) e Superintendents, being human, take pride 
in having an idea to display. For in stance, one leader of 
• 
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a school system had a large dot on the upper right hand 
corner of the yellow census card, which showed on glancing 
through the cards all discipline, mental, and physical 
cases;. another had enumerators place om the "slips" which 
they h and-in to the office the date of birth of each four 
uear and five year olds so· that questionable entrance ca.ses 
could be checked-on in the future. on these same slips 
another su perintendent had the enumerator make notes per-
taining to mental and physical cases on the reverse side of 
each slip reporting the case. Why not then, in the light 
of the above revelations, let the census information which 
is demanded by law be obtained in a manner which has the full 
cooperation and interests of the Rhode Island superintendents? 
2. The Enumerator 
Who truces the census in your district? 
a. An appointed enumerator? 
1. If so, what is the enumerator's general occupation? 
b. The teachers? 
c. The principals? 
With the excepti cn of Providence, whe r e t he 80 cial workers 
of the attendance department are the c ensus enumerators, the 
enumeration of the school census in Rhode Island is done by 
appointed enumerators. The appointm ent is usually done by 
the scho ol board as required by the law e:xplained above, the 
exceptions being where attendance depRrtmente, such as H and 
F, prevail. These departments select the enumerators, di-
rect!U or ind.irectly. In no case was there found teachers or 
principals being selected as enurnerat ors. The distribution 
• 
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of the different types of occupations generally held r1y enum-
&rators seems to be (as accounted for in 1932): 
Place 
Po lie e ••••••••••••••••••• e ~ ............ " "' A 
Attendance officer ••••••• o• ••••••••••••• B 
Truant officer •••••••••••• o ••• o ••••••••• C, E, Vl 
Attendance officer as super"ttRor .••••••• F 
High school student ...................... c 
College student ......... . ... . ............ H,J 
Housewife and social worker •••• o • ••• o ••• 1-! 
Married woman or housekeeper •••••••••••• E,S,P,V,X 
Fa.rmer ••••••.• " •••••.••••••..•••.•......• E 
All sorts of work ••••••••.••..•••••••••• A2 
Fruit grower •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• N 
Poultry man •• ...•.•.•••• a ••••• ••••••••• • p 
Landscape gardner ••••••••••••••••••••••• G 
Dentist ••••• ., ............................ • ;Ja3 
Anything ................. o o •••• • •••••••• • I ,R, T 
Unemployed •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• B, D, H, Al 
Assistant to undertaker ••••• •• •••• ~·····L 
Member of school committee •••••••••••••• M 
Electr icio,n .............................. • q, 
Home visitore •••••••••••••••••••••••• a •• U 
This chart gives the specific kind of position each enumerator 
held in each town or city as described by each respective 
superintendent or clerk visited by the writer. The variance 
in the occupational background of enumerators leads one to 
conclude that the enumerating job is sought as purely a 
• 
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compensation position. 1 Of course we can not definitely 
conclude that because a person is a farmer or an unemployed 
or the like that he is not a "fit" person for the position. 
But, on the other hand, looking at this question from thi s 
point of view; a) that the majority of the enumerators in 
Rhode Island take the position of enumeration just as a 
sideline, and b) that often it is their first "public ap-
pearance", surely these people have not the a.bility and tact 
that the 'trained social worker advocated by administrators, 
F.~ Gravea2 for instance, would possess. Q,uesticns to be 
discussed later on this matter will bring out the merits of 
enumerators as seen through the eyes of the RhGse Island 
superintendents. 
~. Reliability of Census~ 
How i e the school census checked for re liability? 
a. With the school enrollment figures? 
b. With the enumerators? 
c. By self or the staff? 
All superintendents exce·:pt one c laimed their system used 
school enrollment as a check for reliability of the echoo·l 
census. The majority did this checking themselves with the 
echool enrollment figures. some3 had their clerka do the 
task; some4 checked with the enumerator; some5 had to let 
the clerk of the school committee do the task; others6 had 
1. Strayer, G.D.,Director. 1923-24 School Survey, p.58 
2. Graves, F.P. "The Administration of American Education", p .155 
3. Superintendents I,W,Y,X,Al 
4. Superintendents J,M,q 
5 •. Superintendents C,O,S 
6. Superintendents F,H,P,T,U 
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The attendance department attend to the matter. one district1 
did not check the census returns at all. - 2 Another system had 
the office practice class check the census under supervision. 
On the whole every superintendent seemed to feel th.--i!:t it -vva.s 
his duty to cneck by some method the census returns with the 
records on hand. In the case of superintendentsX, the check-
ing was merely a rec ording a.f new figures .. All superintendents, 
11owever·, seem t o know where errors in the enumeration existed. 
The action which they take on this matter varies with the ma.n~ 
A disc;;,s <:- :i.on wh:t oh will follr; ·v.r on the degree in which the law 
was obeyed in enumerating will bring out what superintendents 
consider to be errors and what kind of action they take on 
dis covering them. 
3 Emmons cla~s that checking done in his survey was found 
to be merely the reading of na~es of the census and the record-
inf of the number under the age-group distributions required 
by the state report (see Figure III). This may be true of 
Rhode Island - the author has no prof.f. for either side of the 
case- but as each superintendent is require~by state law 
to publish an annu!.:l,l report, which as a rule shows the census 
and enrol~nent figures and other comparisons, the writer feels 
the superintendent is made to do more than Emmons found true 
of h is survey. In the cities visited ward growth com·oarisons 
... . . 
were found on record. Providence through its at t endance system 
knows every child like parents ought to. The writer believes 
that the country superintendent undoubted ly has little time to 
do much checking. And yet the superintendents as a who le 
l. Superint endent K 
2. Superintendent B 
3. Emmons, F.E. "City School Attendance service"• p.3? 
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showed knowledge of having sought out mistakes and school cases • 
. 1. Maps_ or Records 
HaYe you any :maps or records showing city or town gr owth? 
Twenty superintendents reported that they had no rnpps 
sho\•,r i ng the growth of their towns. Six sup erintendenta had 
"spot" maps in their offices. Three super intendants had 
recorda showing growth comparisons. Providence attendance 
de:partment had comparison rec orda of every description. This 
system has a street file (litt .... e flap on cards shows incapa-
citated persons), a name file, and a file with all rec ords 
of discipline cases. A city map, viewed by the writer, dis-
played divisions into districts a social worker being a.e-
signed to each district. Mr. Redding, head of the att en dance 
department at Providence, has at his finger tips all that can 
be known of each child in his school system. As he said, 
"social workers get into the homes, learn all they can about 
the chi ldren1 and sell Education to the :parents." Another 
sta.te.raent by Mr. Redding which proved interesting was1 "There 
is no truant officer :!.n this system except myself and I only 
deal with extreme cases; : rny social workers adjust many case 
problems." Mr. Redding continued by stateng that in 1926 
about one hundred and forty children ~Jere sent to the reform 
scho ol a.nd that in 1932 only nine such cases arose. Mr. 
Redding is doing a wonderful job in closing the gap between 
the home and the school. It so happened that while the writer 
was in the attendance office ~t Providence he had the o ccasion 
to eavesdrop on a case which had been brought up to Mr.Redding. 
It aeems that a young lad had decided to wast his time and 
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not study. Hie mother was very much worried over him. Mr. 
Redding "laid the cards on the table"by showing the visitor 
that it was entil•ely in the po-wer of the lad to rns,ke s ome-
thing out of himself. :Mr. Redding pictured what might happen 
if the lad allowed himself to drift and avoid education, and 
how it rested upon the youth to do his best. Three weeks 
tria 1 was given in which a ma.rked improvement had to be shown. 
The author realizes that he has only the surface1 information 
on this case, but it seems t o him that it is a typical illus-
tration of the problems that confront M:r. Redding daizy. Mr. 
Redding also has charge of distributing wearing app.arel to 
the needy. Thus, the attendance office- at Providence knows 
its p.::Jpul at ion as it survives from day to day. :Nevertheless , 
the conclusion that must be drawn for Rhode Is land as a whole 
is that superintendents do not take the trouble to put into 
actuality the growth of their tov-vns unless a need such as the 
erect l'Jn of a new building demands it, for most of the maps 
viewed mere made only because of such reason. 
5. TY"£! ,2_f Enuraera t~~~ll!. 
In what manner is your census taken? 
a. By means of check lists of School population? 
b. By a house-to-house canvass? 
c. By a house-to-house canvass wi th school 
enrollment as check? 
Fourteen superintendent s declar ed that they h a d the above 
"ay a house-to-hous e canvass" and "by a house-to-house canvass 
with school enrolnnent as check" comginat ion type of 
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enumeration; nine declared they had the "by a house-to-house 
canvass" type; four maintained they had the "by a hous e-to-
house canvass ;vi th school enro llment a s check" type; and one 
st a ted he had all of the above types of informRtion. Comment-
ing on the most popular of these types, the writer wants to 
bring out that "with school enrol Jrnent as check" mea,n s that 
the enumer ator as a rule did no t have the scho ol enr ol1ment 
i n hia posse s sion, but r ahher that the superintendent checked 
wi t h t he canvass. Ther e a r e many excep tions to this comment. 
Somel superintendents feel it perfectly within the 1~~ to 
permit an enumerator to have information fro m the schoo l en-
roll!:.rJ. ent if the superintendent decides that the enumerator 
has made several calls at a horne and no one has answered~ 
Onre super int endent, Mr. Q., felt it -perfectly proper to go to 
the school records for infor:rnati on becuase the pupils were 
so scattered in his district that it was difficult to l ocate 
some of them. Superintendent V said the enumerator got most 
of her information from the school registration. .And s o i t 
goes w As will be shown later, and, because of the type of 
enumerator as shown above, the house-to-house canvass is 
very i na.deq.l ate. Thus, it seems tha t Rhode Island enumera-
tion is weak in that it lacks the qua lities of the true 
func tion of enumeration. 
6 
6. The Revieo~ 
~no revises the school census? 
a. The attendance department? 
b. The superintendent's office? 
The writ er found that four attendance departments took 
• 
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charge of revision; twenty superintendent offices did the 
task; two diBtnicts used a combination of "the attendance 
department" and "the superintendant's office" above; one 
system allowed the work to be done by the office practice 
calss; <>ne clerlc of the school conunittee did something about 
it; and one leader did nothing concerning census revision. 
The author feels that revision and actual tabulation of the 
new census enumeration were thought of as one. Now let us 
view the method of revision • 
7. Methode of Revision. 
How do you revise your census? 
a. :By tabulating change of residenee? 
b . :By listing nl:3mes of new residents? 
c. By recording new residences? 
d. By listing houses vacated? 
In the matter of revising the census, two superintendents 
claimed to use the above method, "by talmlating change of re-
sidence"; two recorded "by listing names of new resid ents"; 
twelve used both " by ta1Julating change of residence" and "by 
listing names of new residents"; six used "by tabulating 
change of residence", "by listing names of new residents", 
and "by recording new residences"; one used all four methoss 
cited above; and six d id not bother to do any revision at all. 
The Superintendent A whom we have pol:nted out before had a 98 
per cent accuracy in his census enrol~aent. Where the 
changes were made the writer could not receive any definite . 
ans·,ver. It seem.s that the school reco rd was stated a s the 
place of revision by most of the superintendents. 
• 
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le~ders admitted that the yellow cards were not kept up to 
date. Let us view next the closest related question before 
we draw any definite conclusions. 
8. Fre~u~ncv of Revis i on 
How often do you rev ise your s chool census? 
a . Annually? 
b. Monthly? 
c. weekly? 
d. Continuously? 
Twenty-one superintendents said they had annual reports; 
tour said they had monthly reports; three said weekly; and 
one said he had a continuous reporting. The des ired sys t€ml 1 
the conttnuous , was followed by Superintendent A. The wr it er 
feels that the weekly and monthly revisions were made on 
schb.ol records and not on any census material. The manner 
in which the yellow census cards were used as descri bed above 
confirms this contention. 
Thus, general conclusions on r evision are: a) only that 
informati on which really has to be no:.ted is recorded on school 
records alone 1 b) most superintendents tend to make only an-
nual revisions. 
9 • .§_chool Reports_~ 
Vlhat records do you keep? 
a. Admissions? 
b~ Changes of address? 
c. Transfers? 
d. Discharges? 
e. School registration (not actual school census) 
• 
How often do you receive reports? 
a. • Q.uarterly? 
b . Monthzy? 
c . 'B i -monthly? 
d. weekly? 
e v Continuously? 
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School reports of admissions, changes of address, trans-
fers, discharges, school registration (not actual census ) were 
found to have daily frequency in that a teacher reported such 
to her eupe rior ~ The varying frequency in which super inten-
dents received t hese reports were as f ollows :- quarterly, five; 
monthly, twelve; bi-monthly, one; weekly, three; continuous, 
eight; In district Z, school reports were found to be verbal, 
for the sunerintendent knew everyone in her small village. To 
her a notice from a teacher in her system of a new move was 
really just town gos s ip. Again, Superintendent A has the 
continuous daily reporting of school reports. While the writer 
was in Superintendent A's office, a girl ca~e in and reported 
her f a~ily moving from t own. The pupil acted a s if it was 
the spirit of the school and that it was her duty t o see the 
super intendent and tell him a bout her case. our conclusion 
on the grequency of school reports in Rhode Island is that 
they are usually monthly reports • 
lO .Total Cost of _En~e~ation . 
\\<'hat was the entire cost of enumera.titln in your school for 
1932? 
Of the twenty-nine superintendents who commented on the 
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author's aha, twenty-three gave the cost of the census depart-
ment . Emmonsl concluded that the lack of data of this ty~e 
was but another evidence of the lack of importance of the 
enumeration of the school population as the school adminis-
trators often view it. The wr i ter did not find this true 
for Rhode Island as a whole, although some superintendents 
did have to ask their clerks for an opinion of the coat. In 
several towns the enumerator• s salary is part of the truant 
officer's compensation. Emmons also concludes that school 
enrollments, already large and in many instan<res overcrowded, 
arouse little enthusiasm for a gleaning of the strays that 
might be overlooked. The writer found this statement to be 
true for Rhode Island in general. To put it mildly, little 
ifi done to help find the boys and ~irla that are beyond six-
teen years of age. If they are in high school, the superin-
tendent knows it; if they are in col l ege, the sunerintendent 
feels that the enumerator missed many of this type; if they 
are out of school, the eunerintendent is conscious that they 
are. As a rule the majority of sunerintendents try to get 
stray ones back to school, bu t the super i ntendent s maintain 
that in doing so the attendance officers do not co operate. 
It was fo und that many betwe en the ages of fifteen and six-
teen were not in school _;-as they should be. For example, 
Superintendent K claimed his attendance officer wa s lax, and 
therefore he could not fol l ow up the cas es noted by the census • 
As Superintendent R puts it, "We have a lax attendance officer; 
he f eels that his compensation is inadequate; it costs $150 
to keep a pupil in h~gh school; thus , the attitude is that it 
does not pay to botherwithmany cas es." one superintendent 
gave rather startling evidence of the cost of following-up 
I. EthlriOns, F.E. "City School Attendance service", p.32 
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cas es spotted by the cen~r(i s .. "In thre e years," he said, "we 
have made one pupil return to school . This act cost our town 
about $ 1200; and ye t over four hundred names were obv ious ly 
missed in t h e 1932 en~~erati on a lone ! us ed the amo unt of 
money that would b e paid if the f our hundred names had been 
a c counted f or t o hire a part time clerk to help record the 
census." This last statement s peaks fo r its elf . su ch idea ls 
s e em impossible, yet they ac tually exi s t . vre claim t hat t here 
is much laxity in t h e f ollow-up system by a ttendance officer s 
in R~ode Island, especially in t h e seek i ng of t hos e fifteen 
~ars of age t o sj.xteen. To leave our digression, let us 
rev iew the cost of census enumerating in twenty-three dis t ricts 
in Rhode Island. The census enrolJment s ·11'1 ere taken from the 
fi{Jtlr es l is ted a t the state house. The cos t of enumerat ion 
is given as r eco r ded by each superintendent or represen tative •. 
several superintendents, especially those of citie s , avoided 
giv i ng any such da t a. The attendance departmmt a t Providence 
c ould not ~ive a total cos t est imat ion. The t able on t h e 
next pag e give s us the co at of enumerati on per capita. From 
this ta.ble we see that the enumerating cost var i es from $ .024: 
t o $ .157. The larger t he di str i ct t he lower the pe r capita 
cos t se ems to be a jus t conc l u s i on. The factors involve d in 
creat ing such a difference are vari ab l es. The outstanding 
one is the proximity of the population. Therefore, we can 
not point out direct ly why the cost should vary s o greatly. 
One thing cer tain is that the var iance i n co st. of enumerati on 
is not in proport i on to the va lue of the results obtained. 
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Cost Of Scho ol Census Enumeration Per Ch i ld 
Town or Ci ty 
1. Ri chmond 
2 . Charlestown 
3. ures t rrr eenwich 
4 •. Scituate 
5 . Mi ddle t own 
6. North Kingstown 
7. No r th Smithf i eld 
8. Hopkinton 
9 . Li tt l e Compt on 
10. Burr i l l vil l e 
l l. war wi ck 
12 . Lincoln 
13. ffohn ston 
14. J am es t own 
15. BJ.."is to l 
16 . Bar ringt on 
17. Central Falls 
18. North Prov id ence 
19. we s ter l y 
20 . Ti verton 
21. East Provid ence 
22. Crans t on 
23 . Narragansett 
( /f-approx imat ely) 
No .Enumerated Total co s t co s t per 
f or 1932 of c ensus per s on e-
476 
348 
1 17 
723 
418 
1146 
126 6 
780 
442 
2230 
7502 
3329 
3 517 
486 
3978 
1931 
? 785 
409 5 
1688 
9007 
1.197 1 
829 
~ 75 .oo 
50 . 00 
15. 00 
7 5 ~00 
4 1.80 
100. 00 
100. 00 
60.00 
31.01 
150.00 
423. OOfl 
233. 03 
2 00 .00 
2 5. 00 
200 .oo 
96.?0 
389. 15 
197.00// 
175 . 00 
75. 00 
32 5. 00 
3 50 .oo 
20 . 00 
numerated 
.157 
.. 143 
. 128 
. 103 
.10 
. 08 7 
. 0 ?9 
.078 
.070 
. OG7 
.06 
.057 
.054 
. 051 
.050 
.0 5 
. 05-
.048 
. 046 
.044 
.035 
. 029 
. 024 
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11 . Reports. by Efl:L!!nerato:;~. 
In what manner did your entttner a tor report hie results? 
The state f urni shes each super intendent in Rhode Island 
with several sh eets of form numbe r lfiOl (see Figure III) as 
h8s been connnented on before. One of these reports ha~ be b e 
s ent back t o the st at e house by April I, g i ving a r eproduction 
in tabular form of "the inforrnatian collec ted i n t he schoo l 
census. " Some superintendents require their enumerators to 
fill out one of t he forms num11er 1501 ns an enUin erating repor t. 
Some leaders have the enumerators make special tabula ti ons on 
the f ront or ba ck of the sli ps handed-in ae a means of report-
ing . Thirt een superi nt end:ents required nothing of their enu-
merat ors except the r eturning of t he slips or pads. It seems 
to the wr iter, basing hie claim on experience in the field, 
that if the enumerator filled form 1501 the super intendent 
would have a :mor e r ea dy check on the enumerator • s results by 
taking previo us f orrn.s and se eing the general tr end of enro ll-
ment a t a glance. 
12. Coopera t ion . 
Did you cooperate with outside agencies? 
a . With the bureau of vitRl sta tistics? 
b. With expr ess companies? 
c. With the police? 
d. With social agenc tes? 
Twenty super intendents stated t hat t here was no co o:per a-
tion in any way wi t h the above po ss ibil iti es in their districts. 
Two superintendents coopera ted with the police and social 
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agencies; two, with the police alone ; one, with the "bureau 
of vi ta l statistics", the "police", and "social a gencies"; 
one , wi th a ll above; one , wi th s ome of t h e above plus other s ; 
B.nd t wo said they cooperated ~?· Ometimes with outside a gencies 
a s the occasion arose. Let u s look at t he outstanding forms 
of cooperation that the author discovered. some superin-
tendents felt that their size of district was a reason for 
no ne ed of coo peration; others felt that not enough could be 
had under present circumstances. The genera.l type of coopera-
t ion found wa s t hat t he police often took the superintendent's 
time to learn about t he history of some child who had done 
some mischief about t he town. social agencies aided in en-
abling the destitute to return to school. The outstanding 
cooperation was realized in Providence . There every means 
available seemed to be used. The city hal l has by law the 
records turned-in by expressmen of the moving ac*ivities 
they performed. The Providenc e att endance department uses 
these as a check on questionable cases. Busines s c oncerns 
s end in a list of school age people in their employment with 
working papers . These lists are guides for the annual enu-
meration work done Hy the social workers in Augu st. various 
social agencies are asked to aid in furnishing !:l id whenever 
needed . Adn so it goes - a constant "netting up" of various 
means wi th one a i m, more comp1ete information about each child. 
After all if you are going to have a thing of thi s sort worth 
while it must be real l y complete. superintendent I checked 
suspected entrance agee by obtaining birth lists from the 
town clerk . superintendent A alwa.ys had a list of births for 
his town in his office. The police worked in harmony with 
• 
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him by reporting change s; and t he soc i al agenc ies, such a s 
t he school clinic , he lped him t o check on child i nfo r ma tion . 
Tk mention SuDerintendent I again , he had the s cho ol nurs e 
handle the :pr oblem cas e s that t he censu s -po i nted out. He 
favor ed the nurse to a trus.nt offi ce1r in such ins tanc es , f or 
h e fe l t t he nurse could obtai n t h e c onf i dence of the parents 
much qu icker t hat the man beh ind t he badge . The resu l t s se-
cu r ed by t he Providence attendance -depar tment warrent s a 
mor e esten s i ve us e of available mean s o f obtaining more ·in-
fo rmat ion a bout a child . The fact t hat Super i ntendent A ha s 
a 9 8 per cent accuracy in his census , the fact that super i n-
te ndent I has a rabher accura t e census, t he fact t hat Pr ovi--
dence "knows" each child - all t end to r einforce t he 
a ssert io n j u st made . An incr ease in coopera. t i on by the s choml e 
with outside ~encies would greatly increase the accuracy of 
the Rhode Island census and of the informati on c oncerning 
each child. 
13. Conclusio~ 
our investigati ons based on Emmons• outstanding questiims 
thus far show;-
1. That the census is t aken annually by state law and that 
i:he "schoo 1 censu s nnd attendance" card fails t o " c uompl i eh 
its purpose of a continuing census because it is not kept 
up- to-da.te. 
2. That enumerators vary greatly in occupation and that 
they seem to be interested only in the compensati on end of 
the position . 
• 
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3. Tha.t the rnajori ty of superintendents do make an attempt 
at checking the reliability of the census enrollment. 
4. 1hat most of the superintendents have no maps or records 
showing growth of city or town based on census data • 
5. That practically all of the enumerators make a house-
to-house canvass. 
6. That revisions made by the superintendentw or their 
clerks are made annually as a rule. 
7. That the method of revision in common use is keeping 
an account on school records only of changes of residence 
new residents. 
8. That school reports are r equired monthly by most of the 
superintenocents. 
9. That the cost per cap i ta fo r enumerating vari es greatly 
and that the highe et co st seems t o be in tovms of small 
enro l lment. 
lO~That the superintendents should be given a direct , free 
vo ice in the making of an improved census system. 
l l. Tha.t Providence has the outstanding attendance system 
wi th two superintendents claiming some of thi s hono~. 
12.That there is lack of co operation between the majority 
of s cho ol sy s tems and the so cial r:g encies, police, etc. 
B. THE ElWJ\illRATOR AND HIS TASK. 
The next six quest ions a sked were based partly on the 
:pr oblems that aro se dur ing the writ er 's exp erienc e and partly 
on conc lusions arrived ::1t from general reading on the matter 
of school census. The su·perintendents were a sked to be frank 
• 
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as promise was made that no information would be identified 
by name . In spite of this agreement m~~y superint endents 
refused to coillini t themselves beyond 11 yes 11 or "no" . Let us 
view the questions and the general reactions to them. 
1. Determining Illiteracy. 
Do you feel that the census enumerator adequately deter-
min ed whether or not a p erson was illiterate? 
Today the state defines illiteracy thus: 11 Can the person 
enumerated speak, read and write the English language with 
reasonable facility? 11 The aim of the state in determin~ng 
li te r a cy is: "the cen sus should show what minor s , e specially 
those more than sixteen and not twenty-one years of age, do 
not have prac·ti cal kno·wled.ge and use of the English language." 
T~is aim has not been realized at all ad~quately according to 
no s t of the Rhode Island sup erintendents. Seventeen admi nis-
trators believed that illiteracy had not been adequately 
determined by enumerators; twelve believe d it was. Let us 
view some of the personal comments on the question. The 
affirmatives claimed: 
Supt. E- "Yes, enumerator knows town well." 
Q - "Yes - I feel that the enumerat or is intelligent 
enough and is familiar with the people of' my 
toYm to a marked degree." 
Z - "Yes - enumerator knows children ,;· •• acquainted 
with them. " 
K - "Yes - capable man ••• gets to the bottom of 
things ... 
• 
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The negatives maintained; 
Supt. B - 111.;-o - enumerator capable but foreign population 
made this impossible. 11 
C - "Ko - enumerator hesi te.tea usually to ascertain 
such information." 
F - "l~o - ~eople as a rule say they can reaid whether 
they can or not." 
G - "l;o - there is a tendency to disregard detailed 
information." 
R - "Ko - they make no tests . 11 
V - "Ko - a person may not be able to read or write 
in the English language, but may be fairly well 
educated in another language. 11 
Y - 11 Ko - auffi ci ent time is not ta..'l(en. 11 
And so the cormnents go. It seems that the superintendents 
agree, with the exception of one, that the enumerators are 
reasonably capable of determining i l literacy, but have no 
definite means of doing so. As Superintendent J puts it, 11 I 
believe that it embarrasses a person to be asked whether he 
can read and write and that this feeling influenced our enum-
erator, who would not choose to hurt anyone's feelin gs if it 
could be avoided." The foreign problem, the feeling of embar-
rassment, the laxity for details, and, above all, the lack 
of an adequate measure makes it impossible for the Rhode 
Island enumerators to determine adequately the illiteracy of 
the ones enumerated as shown by the op inions of the majority 
of the superintendents in Rhode Island. Consequently, as the 
state fails in its aim of determining adequa.tely the number 
• 
• 
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of illiterates, it should either stop seeking this useless 
information or provide some standard mea.YJ.s by which illiteracy 
caul d be measured. 
2. o·bediance to the Law . 
Frankly, do you think the census was taken according to 
l aw in every respect? 
~rhe ve1~y nature of this question led the writer to ex-
pect meager replies, but , to his surprise, several superin-
tendents voiced their opinions freely. Of course many did 
ansv.,rer just plain 11 yeslf or 11 no 11 , not caring to commit them-
selv-es. Those that replied in the affirmative, strangely 
enough, did not give direct reasons for their statements . 
There were tvventy-one replies of this type. Superintendent 
Q. seems to have beet·:jsut::uned the general trend of these 
answers thus: nr have no doubt in mind concerning the manner 
in which the census was taken. If any infraction of the law 
was made, it would be impossible for this office to be ccbg-
nizant of the infraction unless reported by some school 
principal or teacher. 11 This attitude caused the writer to 
doubt proper obediance to the law in these superintendents' 
districts, but perhaps this in s i nuation is an injustice. To 
cont inue with our kind of replies, one superintendent had no 
opinion to offer. Seven administrators gave a negative 
answer to the above question. 'l'he men (vvi th nerve enough) 
who said 11 no 11 substantiated their opinions, aa a rule, with 
staunch remarks . ~I'hua we have: 
uupt. B - n•rhe enumerator rather than to revisit a hame 
that he found temporarily vacant forgets about 
• 
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the case .. . the pay being too small to bother 
retreading fpotsteps." 
Supt . V- ":Ko • •• our census returns should net b e taken 
from the school registers and I have every 
reason to believe that it is done to a large 
extent h a re. I know also that some returns 
are made over ther t e 1 ephon e . In other wo:r ds 
the enumerator has not visited every district 
in our town." 
Supt. J- "The enumerator did not visit every home •. • He 
felt that he knew the town and the families 
and as a consequence guessed as to whether or 
not a home should be visited. " 
'l'hus f ar, our investie;ation on the above question seems 
to show that the enumerators , as a rule, faithfully followed 
the census enumerating laws of the state. But, as individuals, 
sup erintendents have different views on the manner in which 
a law may be violated by an enumerator. For example, the state 
decl ares that " t his census is to be taken -from the homes and 
not from the school-houses or registers." Three s uperintendents, 
:Mr. C, JJir . I, and Mr . J , said, in respect to the interpreta-
tion of this lavv-, that they f elt the taking of informat ion 
from the school registers is justified if the superintendent 
knew that t he enumerator had visited the home; but had failed 
to secure the desired information. Another superintendent 
felt that the only way the census could b e adequately taken 
wa s from the school houses, for her pupi ls lived too spars ely. 
Superintendent V declared that the stat e law was deliberately 
violated in many ways. Thus, from the facts just disclosed, 
• 
• 
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the writer maintains that the law regarding the takin g of 
school census in Rhode Island is gen erally violated. But 
the violations discovered, in the maj·.c)rity of the cases, 
were declared as only suspicions. Therefore, we must con-
elude that superintendents· suspect violations, but can do 
nothj.ng about the matter openly. Close friendship of the 
enumerators to board members, politics, and the like prevent 
aruninistrators from acting. 
3. Feasibility of Re-appointment. 
Do you feel tha.t the number of times an enumerator has 
been re-appointed affects the accuracy of the census? 
The above question was asked to see if familiarity 
tended to increase carelessness and guesswork. Admini stratore 
did not hesitate to pronounce their judgment on this inquiry. 
They agreed that the underlying factor here is the type of 
individual selected. They 1naintain that the right individual 
will do the better job. Those that agreed with t his theory 
de clared that the familiarity gained b~ a census enumerator 
in his work through successive appointments should enhance 
the accuracy of the census rather than jeopardize it. 1 One 
administrator claimed that the same man had taken the census 
for more than twenty years and he could not see any less 
2 painstaking now than years ago. Superintendent B maintained 
that the more times a person was re-appointed the greater an 
asset it would tend to· be to the individual, for he would 
know locations better, become better ac quainted with parents, 
1. Superintendent ~ 
2. Superintendent W 
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and know the peculiarities of his routine more thoroughly. 
Superintendent F believes that the enumerator's f amiliarity 
with local conditions makes him more efficient. As one 
superin t:endent summed it) 11 familiarity helps the enumerator 
to acquire his information more quickly and in greater 
detail." Those administrators who rnaintained the adverse of 
the theory in discussion agree that results have proven that 
re-appointment i n creases guesswork. As Superintendent R 
pictures it, "familiarity leads the enumerator to think he 
knows the members in each home and he therefore neglects 
to call." Superintendent G related that results have showed 
him re-appointment tends to increase guesswork. Superin-
tendent V gives us another angle on the evils of re-election. 
He declared that his enumerator was a personal friend of at 
least two of the three members of the school board. As a 
consequence, ·whether the census was a conscientious piece 
of work or not, re- appointment yearly is quite certain. Thus 
we h ave both sides of the comments. '.!.'wenty-four leaders 
denied, as discussed above, that re-appointment tends to 
decrease the accuracy of the school census. Therefore, we 
must conclude, according to the opinion of most of the 
superintendents of Rho de I eland, that the nu;"1ber of times 
an enumerator has been re-appointed does not affect the ac-
curacy of the census, but rather that it tends to i n cre a se 
the reliability of the census. 
4. Reliabi l ity of the Pre-kindergarten Enrollment. 
Do you feel that pre-school enumeration is reliable? 
By discussions above, the author of this i nvesti gat i on 
• 
• 
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has shown that the census enumeration in Rhode Island failed 
to check adequately those children beyond sixteen years of 
age. To see if the srone situation was true for the lower 
end of the age law, the four year olds, the writer asked 
the school leaders to comment on the above. Before we at-
tack this problem, we must keep these facts in mind. 'l'he 
kindergarten attendance is not requ i red by law. This lack 
of compulsion causes some people to feel that they do not 
have to give non-school agee. Then, we must also remember 
that some mothers do not believe in sen ding their children 
to school when young, and therefore tend to keep the child 
11 y oung 11 as long as they can. In this respect the writer has 
encountered many youngsters whose mothers declared them to 
be three years ande a.tx months year after year (adding months 
instead of years at each enumeration), and then suddenly 
thei r ages were seven. Contrastedly, some mothers just can 
not wait to get their youngest child to school. How quick 
a little boy or girl becomes four years old in such cases. 
Thus, keeping these factors in mind, let us arrive at goals 
in our problem. Of course, as a result of voluntary action, 
there are not many kindergartens in Rhode Island. In 1932 
the writer believes there were about a dozen districts of 
the twenty-nine visited which had kindergartens. (Depression 
is decreasing these as a part of expense eliminat ions.) 
Taking these, the author asked superintendents if they really 
could depend on the enumerator's figures to prophecy the next 
year's kindergarten enrollment. The author felt, as stated 
previously, tho,t the opinions obtained would be a reliable 
me asure in determining whether or not inaccuracy prevailed 
• 
• 
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in the lower end of the age limi t as it did in the upper 
level. Ten administrators maintained that they could depend 
on the enumerator 1 s figures, and two replied they could not. 
Let us glance at a few of the comments given by the former. 
Thus, we have the following:-
Supt. B - "Our opening enrollment proved to be approxi-
mately the same as prophecied by the census 
enumerator•s figures." 
Supts. G,J,and 0- "I feel the enumerator's enrollment 
in this respect to be a fairly accurat e aid. '1 
Supt. U - "The number reporting in the various kin der-
gartens agreed with the number enumerat ed, t hat 
ie, the variation was so small that, in this 
grade enrollment (new ones),the census was 
fairly accurate." 
From these obervations we must conclude that the· ten super-
intendents agreed that the enumer at i on was fairly accurate 
in aiding to make preparation for t he incoming "kindergartens~ 
Of course the variable moving facto r must be taken into ac-
count here. (Th e superinten dents made this allowan ce in 
their declarations.) Th e two euperinten dents who denied 
the accuracy of the enumeration in this respect declared they 
uphel d such conclusions because; 1) they felt there wa s 
failure to get all four ye ar olds on account of t he diffi-
culty encounterec'.. mt~_ki ng parents underste.nd what was meant 
b y s~no o l age , 2) they beli eved it impossible to check the 
enumerator 1 s figur es, for kin dergarten attenda nce was 
Voluntary and kindergartens were not available in all 
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districts . This, oddly enough, a lmo f-:t all of the Pperi.}1-
t e:n dents in Rho de .1. el:=;.n d vvho h<we kirJ dergartens i n t heir 
~chool ~ systems feel they can rely on the enumera tor's en-
rollment of four year olds to forec ast f airly a.cc:urately 
t he incoming newcomers. Conse qu ent ly, we must con elude on 
meager evidence that the four year olds are fairly well 
accounted for in Ehode I sland by the enumera torr:.: . 
5 . Conclusions. 
Since our la~t general conclusion s we have been review-
ing the diffe:r.ent phases of an enumerator 1 s task and seeing 
the r eaction s of the superintendents to such. Let us now 
see what general op ini ons we hav e arrived at from this se-
cond series of questions . Our general conclusions concerning 
the enumerator in the sense thE!,t v;e have just scrutin ized 
him are tha t :-
1. He do e s not a dequately deter;nine whether or not a 
paerson is illiterate. 
2 . He appears to take the censu s, as a rule, according 
to the law, but there is a strong suspicion that he 
does not. 
3. Re - apl')oin t ment of an e::-m mera tor tends to make for 
accuracy . 
4. Th e enumeration of the four olds is rather ac curate 
and dependable. 
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C. COI-~TROVERSIAL Q.UESTI Ol~S 
1. Enumer a tion Beginning at Birth 
Do you think that the Rhode I eland school eensus enumera-
tion eb..o.uld begin with the birth of the child? 
To some people this ma y seem to be a daring question 
to a sk superintendents at a time when schools are seeking 
to reduce not increase cost, as it appears this step in 
census enumeration would do. Hut remember, in this respect, 
it i s the ignorant public that is cutting the school budget . 
The superintendents stand alone in the justification of the 
cost of education . Cons e quently , if this ideal is for the 
advancement of the school system, superi n tendents wi ll ·weigh 
the problem on its educational merits. To review our ques-
tion, superintendents i:n Rhode Island are rather closely 
divided in opinion ; eighteen declared themselves opposed to 
the measure, and ten upheld it. The affirmative leaders 
gave the stronger and bett er arguments. Therefore the aut!1.o r 
maintai:ns the meaf:'ure is about evenly oppose d and upheld. 
Let us pas s a glance over the main co~nents of the opposition: 
Supt . B - 11We can obtain the birth records from t he town 
clerk's office. Therefore, this measure would 
tend towards dup lic;J~tion. Furthermo r e the four 
year old limj.t is early enoue;h to predict on." 
G - "This is not necessary - instead substitute a 
closer check on children between s chool com-
pleting age and age t ·wenty-one or en1ploy;aent. 11 
J - 11 1 question very much whether the labor involved 
• 
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in a l a,r ge community would be worth the value 
r e ceived." 
Supt . 0 - "Require a birth c ertificate of t ho s e en tering 
scho ol and you wil l not need such enume r ati on . 11 
I - 11 Too many children are b orn here who move away 
before going to s ch ool here." 
E - "My experience i ndicates that so many p eop l e 
move about i n t he rural towns that t h e enumera-
ti on of children under f our would have little 
v alue for the schools ." 
Th e above opinion s show that the opposition toour n;ca::n.J.re 
\Va s based on: 1) the tendency of duplic a t i on of town hall 
r e co r ds , 2) the l abor involve d woul d not jus tify the re sul t s , 
and 3) the ;·:g ener a l trend of the rnovin g-away populat ion would 
cau2e useless tabulati on . Superintendent X summe d up our 
oppo s it i on in an excellent manner in this way: "'The IHnneso-
ta Department of Sup erint enden ts' Bulletin' ( N~ 2 . A . 1933 ) 
shows that 60 per cent of the childr en enumerated in a distr ict 
go to school in that district, 31 per cent move awe:::.~ , and 9 
per cent die. Therefore, why keep a t abulation on t he u s eless 
40 per cent?" ~ 
'rhe advocates of the peginning with the birth cen sus 
enumeration CC!Jlle out with much stronger arguments. A few of 
these are:-
Supt. C - "We require a child to enter school when he is 
seven. We check on him when he is four. If 
we have enumeration beginning with his birth we 
would keep a constant record of h im. I gr ant 
Bos-ton University 
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you it would be an added expense, but I think 
the results would be worth the increase." 
Supt. I - "This town has a birth census enumerator who 
is the regular school census enumerator. Thus 
this perosn takes the newly born, skips ages 
two and three, and then takes from four years 
on. P ossibi lity here for a connection between 
the gap with results more valuable to the town." 
J - 11 The school department would have a record from 
birth of all children end thereby avoid any 
pessi ble conflict in regard to age when the 
child might desire to enter or leave schooL 11 
P - 11:Better prediction of future enrollment. 11 
Q, - "Under present methods of enumeration handicap-
ped individuals are enumer ;),t ed. It might be 
possible to ascertain many congenital conditions, 
which might through cooperative agencies be 
corrected before the child is ready for school." 
U- "It is so done here. We find that it gives us 
a good prevision of coming school population, 
and it brings the school department earlier 
into the homes." 
.x. - "I think it would be of advantage in preparing 
school facilities." 
Al - "It would enable us to forecast the enrollment 
of the different grades. 11 
A2 - "It is the only plan vrhi ch will enable a real 
accurate census record." 
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A more constant record, a better che ck on the in-coming 
and le::::tving school child, a better prediction of future en-
rollment, a more adequate means of t h e school getting e arlieT 
-
into the homes, and a possible way in which to aid the un-
fortunate pre-schoo1 child are the main arguments Yvhich were 
presented by Rhode Island superintendents as favoring child 
accounting at birth. As superintendent V adequately puts it: 
11 It would give educators a better chance to pla..n for new 
bui l dings or alternations and enlargen1ents. At the present 
time we have only two years to guage from, and in my town it 
generally takes two or three years to get a building after 
it has been requested . . ... By having census returns from birth 
of child we would have pracrically five years in which to 
anticipate probable enrollment in the various first grades, 
and subsequent grades, for a longer period and afford, as 
stated above, a better opportunity to plan ahead. 11 
1 
McAllister and Otis concluded in their study that keep-
ing a continuous school census of the family and of each in-
dividual child is essential to efficient child accounting. 
They maintain that this is not all. The administration, they 
continue, must begin at the source and make adequate provi s ion 
for a complete and individual census of l.lre-school children. 
These educa tor s conclude that "when the child ie born is the 
best time to obtain the data of its birth, and hence to obtain 
its birth certificate. " Conclusions of this type, a review 
of the system of child ac counting advocated by I·.': cAlli ster and 
Otis, and a study of the opinions of the superimtendent s just 
1. Ma.Allister, A. J. and Otis, A.S. "Child Accounting Practice!!, 
p. 15? 
• 
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mentioned would, in the writer' e mind, bring about census 
enumeration beginnin g with the birth of the child. Neverthe-
less, our conclusion must be, according to the will of most 
of the Rhode Island adrninistrators, that this type of enumera-
tion is not desirable in that state. 
2. Changing the Date of Enumeration. 
Do you believe that the date of the Rhode Island school 
census enumeration .: should be changed':' 
rye now enter into one of the most controversial questions 
i n the minds of the Rhode Island superintendent s. The author 
maintains that the above question is of such nature because 
it has been di scussed at length in meetings held by the super-
intendents at the state house. Administrators as a who l e 
felt that they desired a change in the date of enumeration, 
but n o action was taken on the matter b y t h e state legi sla-
ture. As one leader said, 11 yes , we have discussed this ques-
tion at the state house, but officials there have f ailed to 
take definite action on the matter." 
The writer has evidence that the Rhode Island leaders of 
schools believe that the period of enumeration should be 
changed. Of the twenty-nine administrators visited, omly 
nine denounced such a change as suggested above. Their de-
nunciation was, in general , weak, with plain " no 11 as their 
weapon. Onl y three supermntendents gave definite responses 
in this respect. Superintendent G said that .January seems to 
"hit" the average enrollment best. He meant by thi e state-
ment that in September children flock to school. l:ly June 
this inward rush has dwindled considerably. Therefore, 
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Superintendent G deemed January enumeration gave an enrollment 
numb~r which could be fairly compared with the enrollment of 
the school sysytem for the school year. Superintendent A2 
maintained it made no difference when the census was taken, 
for census 11 did not amount to a darn, anyway. 11 Superin-
tendent D made a splendid contribution in these words: "it 
does not make any difference if the census is taken in .Janu-
ary, ;<eptember, or October, the same variables are involved 
in any case. 11 These opinions constitute the arguments for 
the oppo si ti on. On the other hand, twenty superint en dents 
declared they were in favor of a change. Their opini one \Vere 
decisive and very definite. The principal comments given are 
as follows:-
Supt. A - 11 0 ctober would be the ideal census taking month, 
for our summer residents have left by that time 
and our residents on vacation have returned to 
their homes. This situation create s a time idea l 
for census taking. 11 
Supts. C,O,And A3 - 11 '%lravelling conditions are bad in Janu-
ary, therefore census should be taken in better 
weather." 
Supt. E - "I think if the Rhode Island school census were 
taken and completed in October, it would serve 
as a more immediate check on the school attend-
ance. 1','e do check up on school membel"'ship, but 
the census would find pupils whom we would not 
otherwise know about. 11 
Supts. I and L - "The taking of t he school census in Septem-
ber or October will permit an early check-up on 
• 
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tho se found to be avoiltting the school compul-
sory laws . " 
Supt. P - "Late September or e::.-:..rly October' wouJ.d n.take a 
cl:..eck to be m::;.de for del in qu ent s in time to be 
of value in curr ent year ." 
Q, - 11 Generally speaking January is c.t month of bad 
weather and bad travelli.ng . Thi s handic aps the 
work of the enumerator considerably. Sept ember 
15 th to t h e 30th, or October 1st to the 15th, 
.1.\ .. s Supe:c inten dent l~ summed up the comments above, "October 
would be a bet t er time for censu s enumeration b e.cause of the 
1) convenienc:e of the investigator , and 2) the immediate check 
on scho ol enrollment ." We, therefore see, by the above stand, 
the great m~jority of the Rhode Island sup erinten dent!3 a re 
in favor of changigg t~e period of school census. enume:ratl. on 
f ro:·n January (as now i s the lmv) to l ate September or early 
October, the l a tter time being the preferred one. Consequent-
ly Ne conclude that the date or period of the school census 
enumeration in Rhode I s land should be changed. When we view 
this as::1ertion from the vievrpoint thG.t the twenty super:Ln~ 
tendents de:nandi.ng the change sonstitue a number over the 
mr.;~jority of the thirty-four Rhode Island administrators, our 
claim gains undeniable force. Furtnermore these t ·ven ty lead-
ers of the Rhode 1 sl:::tn d scho ols represent 6?. 5 per cent of 
the total school population in Rhode Island for 1932. 
5? 
Chapt e r IV 
General Conclu ai on s 
~he 1 909 urvey of the sch ool sy s t em of Provi den1e s~crwe~ 
s ome of the ina dequacies of the school censu s enumeration i n 
the model center of the state. The 1923 school survey of the 
same ci ty vhen compared with the above investiga t ion shows a 
little ir:1prove ment in child accounting. but t h is s trayer -
Engelhardt investigation proved that there stj.ll y;a. s a need 
of mu ch i mprover11ent in the :::t 1:1te' s ideal. 'l'hi s last Provi-
den ce review of the school system caused many deci s ive ehtmgee· 
i n admi nistrat ion and organization in the system including 
the census enumer a t ion. Rhode Island superintendents a greed 
• 
that as a result of this 1 923 investigation the Rho de Island 
school census was revolutionized. As was cormnonly staed by 
superintendents, we find "that we~"lcn es s di. s appe.ar e d i n 1 925 1 
the time new legislatur e on census was enacte d as a result of 
the 1923 school survey." KeerJing t h ese itwo ;.ru.rvcys in min d , 
the author sought through his inve s tigat ion wha t the euper in-
ten den t s of the state thought of their school census at the 
pre s ent day a ft e r the ab ove seeds had been sown in the heart 
of the s tate, Providence. 
The outstanding concl usion s that were derived from this 
• 
investi gation are:-
1. The "school census an ·d attend~:,.'>'l ce 11 card fail s to 
a cco:-Jplish . ... luS aim of securing a so-c&l~ e d cont inuing 
c ensus . 
2. The un derlying S) iri t of enumeration is one largely 
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financial rather than educational. 
3 . The superintendents, as a rule, have no maps or ·recorda 
s h owing growth of city or town. 
4 . The majority of the superintendents mCJ){e some sort of 
a.n attempt to check the rel iability of census e n roll-
ment. 
5. The home rather than the school is made the basis of 
information with only a very few exceptions . 
6. The revision of census is usually made annually. 
?. The school records alone are revised continuel y fo r 
changes of residence s and new re s idents only rat h er than 
also keeping the census information up-to- date. 
8 . The co st per capita for enumeration varie s greatly, is 
not in proportion to the value of the results received, 
and is highest (in general ) in towns of small enrollment. 
9. There is a lack of cooperation between the maj or ity of 
school systems and the outside agencies . 
lO.The scho ol a&ni nistrat ors' interests should be made 
the basis of school legi s lature. 
ll . Provi dence has an outstanding cen sus enumerating system. 
12.A standard by ~hich illiteracy c~~ be measured must 
be created if the state hopes to obtain any worthwhile, 
accurate results on illiterates . 
15. School adrnini strat ore suspect strongly that the school 
c en s us is not taken in ful l accordance with the law. 
14 . There i s much neErl for more accurate i n fo rmat ion 
regarding those bet v.re en t he ages of sixt een and t v,renty- one, 
especially of those n ot in school . 
• 
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15~ Rhode Island school leaders do not desire school 
census enumeration beginning with the birth of the child. 
16. Rhode Island school administrators demand that the 
It has been f aun d. desirable , by the superintendents of 
Rhode Island, that the census enumerator should not have too 
large a territory . He needs ample time to cover his census 
ward, and to clean up his first survey with one or nore fol -
low up campaigns . There i s a great possibility in Rhode 
Island of census enumerators giving further service in the 
checking of the school enrollment against the census. Time 
and care should be taken by the school board in selecting the 
census enumera,tor , for such procedure is not a wasteful act ion . 
T~~ing the census becomes an art with practice- It is there-
fore a wise policy to select such enumerators as are likely 
to be employed year after year. The enumerator is certain 
to be a success if he i s interested p r imarily in the cens'll.S 
e<:;.:c:ned quickly durirlg the first 1:1urvey . The follov;-up \York 
;;;md checking i s a f.' lOvY 1 t ecliou e job. Yet , it is the v e ry 
f ollov1- 1.1.p vwrk th<::,t deteruin er:' Y:het Ye :r the census is weJ. l or 
p oc: r ·ly -;:;c_;ken . 
Rhode Island, as a whole, until it becomes a duplicate 
of the Providence attendance department, needs a better type 
of truant officer. if it expects to enfore adequately the 
s chool attendance laws . The proper authori tie!;; in selecting 
this person should realize the importance of keeping in mind 
the qual ifications that make for an efficient personnel, such 
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as: considerable hu'n:.m unde::::-standing and sympathy, abounding 
a considerable amount o f tact, f irmness , an d coura ge . 
Publicity, such as asking the children to convey to the 
parents thDt the census is about to be taken~ as was dis -
covered being done in several districts in Rhode Island, will 
aid to prel)are a town or ci ty for enumeration . A news item 
or an article signed by the superintendent of schools to 
thi s effect will also be ver y helpful. Such a news story 
necessarily will have a statement of the import,.mce of the 
census for general school admini gtration purp oses . 'l'he legal 
requirements of the state may also be mentioned, becau s e 
ci tizens when they understand that local authoritie s 
bound by state laws, they tend to cooperate better • 
• 
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1. 
2 . 
1932 
Census Organization 
as Commented on by the 
Superintendents A B c DE F G H I J 
;: Type of census if • ..... " ...... 10 ... ' c a b a a a a u a c 
a . Annual 
b. Continuous 
c. Hoth u a" & "b" 
By whom taken 
a. Appointed enumerator ••••• All 11 a 11 except 11 U11 
b. Teachers 
c . Princi,Pals .. _ --· ~--~ - - -· -~ ___ _ 
3 . Checked f or reliability 
a. School enrollment . ••••••• 
b. With enumerator •.•.•...•• 
c . By self or staff ....•.••. 
d. House file .......••..•.•• 
4. Maps or records shorving 
city or t own growth ••.•...•• 
5. Type of enumer at ion 
a . Check lists of school 
population 
b . House-to-house canvass ••• 
c. House-to-house canvass 
with school enrollment as 
All "yes" except"K" 
l~Kl;KKNNKKY 
YYYYYYY YYY 
Kone 
YYYl~YYYYYY 
check •••••.•.•.............. Y Y Y Y Y Y K K Y Y 
6. :By whom r evi sed 
a. Attendance department .•.• Y 111 l\7 E 1'1 K K Y 1; K 
b S t I"" o-f'.P' ., •. . , , .. , ' r ., , '" v -- ,, "\T • up u .. ·.; . ..._.J..._l};;__._~ .. ~· ..!-:~ ... - .;~\; ...':--~· -» ~-- .. ~~--"'~~ .1.-4.. .. 4.~ _ -~~ .. ~
7. Me t h ods of revision 
a . Change ':; of :t·e sid.ence ••..• Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y l~ 
b. Kew residents •••••••••••• Y Y Y Y Y Y K Y Y Y 
c . New residences •• .•••• •••• Y Y Y KKK K Y Y K 
d. Houses vacated •...•....•. Y (All rest "no") 
8. Frequency of revision ..•. ~·· e a baa c a a b a 
a. Annual d. Daily 
b. 0onthly e. Continuous 
c. Weekly 
9 . School reporfs 
a . Frequency ••.••. ••• •••••• e e b b c c q c b 
b. A drni s si on a ............... . All Yea 
c. Changes of address .....•• II II 
d. Tra:nfers . ............... . II t1 
e • Die charges .........•...•. II tl 
f. School registration 
n o t actual c en au a • •.-=·~·:...:•:...•::...:_• .:..• ..:.• ..:.•...::·.....,.,.....,....._,_~-=-~.....,.,....,..,~ lO.:.R~_p.ort s by eri'Uiiierat or s ..... . 
II II 
y r y y 1\7 K 1~ y y 
11. Cooper ation 
a . Bureau of vital statis-
tics ...•.•..•... ..... ¥. $ •••• :K 
b. Express cmnpanies .•...•.• l'i 
c. Police ......... ......... . y 
d. Social agencies ......... . ~'{ 
# - Annual by state law 
Q, - Q.uart erly 
K - Ko 
Y - Yes 
-~ 
}; 17 
~.- K l.' 
~- }; l'i 
.t~ . . 
b t - Bi-monthly 1 - See 11 8 11 
l; K }~ 1\ K K 
K }; £~ r -~ ~-.i.'< y 
y 1'1 1\ y }; y 
}; l ; J~ E }~ y 
d 
K 
1~ 
,,~ 
l'< 
1\ 
1~ 
a nd A~ini stration 
Rh o de s l and Superintendent s 
/I 1~ 0 LQ. R s T u v V! X y z lA ! A 3A 
a c a a a a a a a a c c c a a a a a a 
N £ Y N N Y Y N N N K Y N N K N N ? N 
N YYYY YKYYYY YYYY YY? Y 
y y y y y :t7 1\ y y ' . y y y y y }; y y y 
E Y K YYYYYl~KYl-; YKYYY K K 
~ £ 5 ~ Y Y b K N Y Y K K ~ K K K N K 
?YYYKYYYYNNYYYYYY NY 
?Y?YYYYI-;YYYY1-;yyyy N N 
?Y?YYYYYYYYK117YYYY N N 
? 1; ? Y 1~ N 1~ N Y K N 1; N N K K 1~ N N 
-~-· -~·----------------
b q q q b e b b b e q e b b b b b e e 
NKYYl;YYYYl~YYK1"Yl~K Y Y 
K K K K K N y K 1~ y K r~ y K K }~ K K K 
r -~ K "'-.H K K K y K :K y y K K 1\, K N K K K 
1-
.J.\ j\~ I~ l~ y }-;- y 1~ 1~ y y l~ y ~ K 1~ K N K 
1~ 1~ ,.- K y N y }:~ 1~ y I___l7 y K J:~ r 11- N 11-~'; ~" .. ~ .... .. -~-
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Grapical Representations of Opinions on Q,uestions Aske d. 
A. The Enumerator and I1is '+-~ 
1. Det ermining illi teracy 
a. Yes (12) -
b. Ko (17) 
2. Obediance to the Law if 
a. Yes (21~ -
b. Ko ( 7 1 
p. Feasibility of re-appointment 1¥ 
a. Yes (24)-
b. 1iio ( 4) -
4. Reliability of pre-kindergarten enumeration 
a. Yes (10) -
b. :Ko { 2) 
B. Controversials # 
1. Beginning the school census enumeration 
with the birth of the child. 
a. Yes (10~ -
b. }jo (18 1 -
2. Changing the dat e of enumeration 
a. Yes { 20) -
b. :Ko ( 9) -
# One of the 29 sup erinten dents not voting. 
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